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Abstract
The simplicity of type-1 fuzzy set allowed it to be quickly absorbed by researchers and
practitioner across a wide range of industry and research domains since the introduc-
tion of fuzzy sets and systems. In contrast, the complexity of type reduction always
created an obstacle in the migration process of simple type-1 to higher order fuzzy
systems. Computation in type reduction process is inherently iterative and therefore,
it creates a large computational overhead in small systems. This is specially true as
fuzzy systems are often deployed as standalone embedded systems where computing
power is always scarce but the rulebase can be large and complex. The additional
capabilities offered by higher order fuzzy systems long intrigued these applications
to utilize higher order fuzzy systems and consequently, researchers has attempted
to produce efficient and quick type reduction procedure for higher order fuzzy sys-
tems. Unfortunately, despite prolonged attempts, no closed form general analytical
solution is found for type reduction. In this research, we tackle this problem by
using machine learning techniques. Our proposed method, when deployed, involves
no iterative process and has the potential to eliminate the computational costs of
type reduction process from a practical perspective. We start by modifying existing,
popular iterative type reduction algorithm known as enhanced Karnik-Mendel algo-
rithm and show that it can be improved by modifying the initialization criterion.
We also show that a simple change in the right end of centroid search process can
reduce the iteration requirement. Furthermore, we show that there are a number of
alternate initialization options that improve the overall performance of type reduc-
tion process. Finally, we demonstrate that simple regularized linear regression can
be used to approximate both centroid shoulder and switch points in the computation
process of type reduction. The effectiveness of our proposed method is established
through extensive Monte-Carlo simulations on a number of simple and complex fuzzy
systems. These experiments show that our proposed regression based type reduction
approach is highly accurate and robust. In addition, it is shown that our method
can potentially utilize the existing machine learning optimization process to further
improve the performance. The true of potential of proposed regression based type
reduction approach lies in the fact that it can work with all types of fuzzy systems, all
shape of membership functions and all kind of t-norms as well as inference procedure.
Therefore, the proposed method is a general, data driven type reduction approach
that can largely eliminate the computational costs of type reduction process while
preserving the uncertainties in the output side of fuzzy system.
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Uncertainty is an integral part of information [18–21]. It originates from a vast
number of sources including measurement errors, design assumptions, noise, human
perception and interpretation of events. Usual computing procedures disregard the
uncertainties to handle the processing of information. Often, conventional comput-
ing procedures is unable to incorporate the uncertainty in any form at all. However,
being the integral part of data, uncertainty can play crucial role in the process-
ing of information. When quantified, it can serve a number of purposes including
relationship establishment among groups of variables and evidence mapping [22].
Conventional tools like confidence interval is commonly used for this purpose. How-
ever, the concept of confidence interval and confidence level is generally applicable
for output quantities [23–25] and cannot be used in the inference process using input
uncertainties. On the other hand, fuzzy sets [26] and fuzzy logic systems [27–29] are
inherently capable of accomplishing this particular objective [19,30–34].
The abundance of fuzzy logic based systems [35–64] and its superiority over other
relevant methods [65–72] clearly implies the necessity of fuzzy based approach in
many application areas. Fuzzy logic system (FLS) can be used as a necessary and
effective tool for proper handling of uncertainty in many areas. Empowered by an
interval based membership degree on the primary domain and an additional mem-
bership degree in the secondary domain, type-2 fuzzy logic systems (T2FLSs) are
inherently better than their type-1 counterpart, T1FLS [19,70,73–76,76–81].
Interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems (IT2FLSs) are the most popular and commonly
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used variant of T2FLS. They differ from general T2FLS (GT2FLS) by eliminating
variation in secondary membership function [82–85]. Essentially, IT2FLS has a unity
secondary membership degree over the complete secondary domain, eliminating the
need of incorporating secondary membership in the overall computation process.
This particular aspect of IT2FLS greatly reduces the computational complexity of
inference procedure. However, this does not reduce the uncertainty handling abil-
ity of IT2FLS while maintaining similar overall performance [73, 75, 82–89]. The
improvement of performance of IT2FLS over T1FLS has been established through
a number of studies in control [65, 90], forecasting and prediction [66, 67, 91–94],
robotics [69], decision making [68, 95, 96], data pre-processing [97], noise cancella-
tion [72], survey [98], lingustic processing [70,71] and various controllers [99, 100].
Both IT2FLS and GT2FLS require an extra step when compared to T1FLS. This
extra step stems from the fact that inference process produces another interval or
general type-2 fuzzy sets, respectively. To produce a crisp output from these higher
order fuzzy sets, they must be converted to type-1 fuzzy set (see Fig. 1.1). The
process of such a conversion is called type reduction (TR) and it invokes additional
computational cost, making an IT2FLS more demanding in terms of computational
complexity and speed [73, 75, 86, 101]. There are many TR algorithms that pre-
serve the uncertainty in the TR process [102–105] which are iterative in nature and
therefore, imply increased computational burden. The burden of TR motivates the
research for reducing the computational cost of IT2FLS [106] and promotes alter-
native TR algorithms [106–115] that does not preserve the uncertainty information
after inference process. In essence, these alternative TR algorithms completely dis-
card the uncertainty on the output side by throwing away important information.
Studies to reduce the computational burden produced many alternative TR strate-
gies even though Karnik-Mendel (KM) algorithm [116], often considered baseline TR
algorithm in IT2FLS, demonstrates super-exponential convergence [117]. Available
alternative TR algorithms provides crisp output with increased speed at the expense
of uncertainty related information. Therefore, research on finding a TR algorithm
that preserves the uncertainty while improving speed has not ended. Theoretically
speaking, the quest for faster TR algorithm will end only when a TR algorithm can
practically eliminate the computational cost of TR process [3].
1.2 Motivation for Type Reduction
Even though many studies has been undertaken by a number of researchers to solve
the computational cost burden stemming from TR process and many attempts ex-
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Figure 1.1: Computational steps in FLS
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formula exists that applies to any given IT2FLS for all kind of membership func-
tions. A recent article proposed closed form formula for triangular and piecewise
linear footprint of uncertainty (FOU) [118] by using hyperbolic cosine to solve cubic
equations utilizing methods described in [119,120]. However, this attempt is limited
to certain shape of membership function and specifically, does not solve this prob-
lem for Gaussian membership function. In addition to the complex cubic equation
solving procedure, the method in [118] also needs many conditional checks for seg-
ment existence and does not address all corner cases. Furthermore, their inability to
provide a closed form solution for centroid shoulder is crucial because Gaussian MFs
are often preferred over other shape of MFs due to having lower number of tunable
parameters, which makes the optimization process easier and helps to smooth the
control surface [121]. Finally, currently available alternate TR algorithms do not
properly characterize an IT2FLS because they discard the uncertainty information
from the TR process. Even though these alternate TR algorithms are faster than
KM type TR algorithms, Dongrui et. al. showed that they are not as fast as a
T1FLS [122]. Hence the necessity for further research remains in the TR literature.
In addition to that, Greenfield et. al. recently argued that Karnik-Mendel TR
algorithm is not the most accurate TR algorithm when compared to exhaustive
defuzzification [123]. Therefore, choice of an optimal TR algorithm remains an open
question till date. In this research, we aim to tackle this question in an appropriate
and practical manner.
Using the findings on speed [122] and accuracy [123] of IT2FLS, it can be rea-
sonably concluded that current TR process is neither accurate enough and/or fast
enough. Therefore, current TR approaches have significant room of improvement.
We intend to solve both the accuracy and speed issue associated with the TR pro-
cess by finding improvement scopes in current algorithms while also investigating the
feasibility of data driven methods.
1.3 Research Question
As discussed in section 1.1 and motivated in section 1.2, type reduction is a very
active and crucial research area in the filed of IT2FLS. In general, TR remains the
most expensive computation process for higher order FLSs and no method exists till
date which practically eliminates this overhead cost. The final objective of research in
this area generally includes finding either a closed form solution for all kind of MFs for
every higher order FLS or an approach that practically eliminates the computational
burden of TR process, at least in the production phase.
From this perspective, we aim to address the following objectives in our research:
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• find improvement scopes within current TR algorithms
• establish a data driven approach to practically eliminate the computational
burden of TR process when a final IT2FLS model is made available for practical
usage
In order to achieve these goals, we intend to step through the following action
points:
• investing current implementation of a popular TR algorithm. We believe En-
hanced Karnik-Mendel algorithm [124] is a good candidate as it is already an
enhanced and popular version of original Karnik-Mendel algorithm [125].
• investigating the impact of several modifications in the EKM algorithm.
• developing simple data driven, machine learning based techniques to perform
a feasibility analysis for approximating the functionality of type reduction pro-
cess.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is comprised of 6 chapters in total. Chapter 1 contains the premise and
motivation of the research, chapter 2 provides the background materials for fuzzy sets,
FLS and relevant TR algorithms, chapter 3-5 constitutes the experimental chapters
summarizing the published articles undertaken to achieve the stated research objec-
tives and finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis and outlines the scope for future
works.
The experimental chapters in this thesis are written based on the following pub-
lished articles:
1. Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid; Wu, Dongrui;
“Approximation of centroid end-points and switch points for replacing type
reduction algorithms”, International Journal of Approximate Reasoning, 66,
39-52,2015,Elsevier [3]
2. Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid; “Modification on
enhanced Karnik - Mendel algorithm”, Expert Systems with Applications, 65,
283-291,2016,Pergamon [4]
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3. Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid; Wu, Dongrui;
“Effect of different initializations on EKM algorithm”, Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-
IEEE), 2015 IEEE International Conference on”, 10.1109/ FUZZ-IEEE.2015.7337810,
1 - 6,2015,IEEE [12]
4. Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid; Wu, Dongrui;
“Linear approximation of Karnik-Mendel type reduction algorithm”, Fuzzy
Systems (FUZZ-IEEE), 2015 IEEE International Conference on”, 10.1109/
FUZZ-IEEE.2015.7337811, 1-6, 2015, IEEE [13]
5. Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid; Wu, Dongrui;
“Switch point finding using polynomial regression for fuzzy type reduction al-
gorithms”, Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE), 2015 IEEE International Conference
on”, 10.1109/ FUZZ-IEEE.2015.7337812, 1-6, 2015, IEEE [14]
Complete articles are available on the publishers site as referenced in the begin-
ning of each chapter.
1.5 Conclusion
As discussed in this chapter, we discuss the background materials and relevant liter-
atures in chapter 2 and then proceed to investigate the improvement scopes in the





Various definitions and topics covering different types of fuzzy sets and systems are
discussed in this chapter. Many useful topics, which are not essential in this thesis,
is not addressed for the sake of brevity. In essence, this chapter provides only the
necessary background materials corresponding to topics covered in the subsequent
chapters.
2.2 Type-1 (T1),Type-2 (T2) and Interval Type-2
(IT2) Fuzzy Sets
A typical type-1 fuzzy set can be described as a set where each member is comprised
of two elements. They can be defined according to equation 2.1:
A = {(x, µA(x)) |∀x ∈ X} (2.1)
where A is a fuzzy set, x is a member of A and µA is the degree of belongingness of
x to A. µA(x) is bounded between 0 and 1. Note that, when µA(x) assumes either
the value of 0 or 1 for all possible values of x, A becomes a regular non-fuzzy set.
From this perspective, regular sets are a subset of fuzzy sets [26]. Also note that
equation 2.1 does not capture any uncertainty with membership degree. In other
words, as soon as a µA is assigned to a x, no uncertainty remains about the degree
of belongingness anymore.
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In contrast, any higher order fuzzy sets, beginning from type-2, preserve the
uncertainty about the membership degree in its definition. A general T2FS can be
mathematically expressed using a two dimensional membership function µÃ(x, u)
instead of µA(x). A T2FS can be defined by equation 2.2 [73].
Ã = {((x, u), µÃ(x, u)) |∀x ∈ X, ∀u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1]} (2.2)
where µÃ(x, u) ⊆ [0, 1]. Here, x and u are called primary and secondary variables, re-
spectively. Jx is called the support of secondary MF and the magnitude of µÃ(x, u) is
called the secondary grade of Ã. Essentially, µÃ(x, u) quantifies the uncertainty that
corresponds to membership intervals over the primary domain of Ã. The secondary
membership degree of Ã creates a 2 dimensional membership function which adds
additional degree of freedom and more capabilities in handling uncertainty when
compared to a T1FS. However, this particular definition of membership function
adds a lot more complexity in the the computation process [74,86,88].
This computational complexities can be reduced greatly without sacrificing the
capabilities by using a different form of fuzzy set. In this different form, primary
membership degree takes the form of an interval over the universe of discourse of
primary variable and the secondary membership degree is set to unity (i.e. 1) over
the universe of discourse of secondary variable. This is called interval type-2 fuzzy
set (IT2FS) [73,74,83,86,88,126]. An IT2FS can be defined as according to equation





















. Since the secondary membership degree is always 1, it does not add any
information in the computation process of IT2FS. Therefore, the primary member-
ship function, which is also the domain of secondary MF (Jx), is sufficient to describe
an IT2FS and secondary MF is usually discarded from the computation [73,127]. The
collection of Jx over the universe of discourse of primary variable is called the foot-







This particular representation of IT2FS makes the computation much simpler
than general type-2 fuzzy sets (GT2FS) [73, 74, 83, 86, 88, 126, 127]. IT2FS can es-
sentially model the input as an interval and therefore, offers more capability than a
T1FS and less complexity than GT2FS. The simplicity of IT2FS comes from the fact
that, by definition, IT2FS removes the variable uncertainty from the primary mem-
bership degree. The footprint of uncertainty is completely represented by the lower
and upper limits of primary MF. These limits are called upper and lower member-
ship function in the context of an IT2FS, usually denoted by µÃ and µÃ, respectively.
They are the boundary cases of, theoretically, infinite number of embedded T1FS
within the interval of primary MF. Essentially, FOU is a collection of all possible
embedded T1FS within this interval. Therefore, FOU can also be represented by












Ae = {(x, u(x)|x ∈ X, u ∈ Jx)} (2.7)
Here, Ae is called embedded T1FS. For an embedded T2FS with a discrete universe
of discourse X and U , if the number of discreteness in both X and U is N and
corresponding secondary membership grade is fxi(ui) with i = 1, 2, ..., N , then Ãe





where Ãe represents the embedded T2FS in the FOU(Ã). It is important to note
that equation 2.6 truly represent FOU(Ã) as n approaches ∞. This particular
representation is usually called wavy-slice representation of IT2FS [128]. It is the
basis for most of the theoretical studies in IT2FS literature. The importance of
wavy-slice representation holds true for a general type-2 FS as well.
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2.3 Type-1 Fuzzy Logic Systems
A typical fuzzy logic system, as shown in Fig. 2.1, consists of an input block, a
fuzzifier, an inference engine, a rule base and an output block. Many fuzzy systems
operate with fuzzy inputs and sometimes, with fuzzy outputs alongside crisp input(s)
and output(s). A fuzzy system (or fuzzy logic system) essentially represents a non-
linear mapping of inputs into the fuzzy system [85]. The input block only passes the
input to the fuzzifier which assigns a membership degree to the inputs. The process
of converting a numerical value to a fuzzy value, which is a pair of original numer-
ical value and corresponding membership degree, is called fuzzification in the fuzzy
literature. Once fuzzification of input is completed, they are passed to the inference
engine. The inference engine block is connected to a predetermined rulebase. The
rules in the rulebase is usually developed from either expert knowledge or historical
data. The inference engine process the fuzzified input through all rules. Depending
on the membership function type and membership degree, either all or some of the
rules are fired (i.e. activated) and corresponding firing strengths are calculated. Fi-
nally, the inference engine aggregates the rule consequents using the corresponding
firing strengths and finally,defuzzifier maps the outputs fuzzy set (from inference








Figure 2.1: Type-1 fuzzy logic system
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2.4 Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Systems
An interval type-2 FLS, as shown in Fig. 2.2, is similar to a T1 FLS except for the
fuzzification process and an additional type reduction (TR) block after the inference
engine. In the IT2FLS, the fuzzification block assigns an interval of membership
degrees to an input instance whereas a crisp value is assigned in a T1 FLS. This
process essentially maps the input to an interval type-2 fuzzy set (IT2FS) [73]. Due
to IT2 fuzzification, the inference engine produces another IT2 fuzzy set at its output.
However, to derive a crisp output from the FLS, this IT2FS needs to be mapped
to a type-1 fuzzy set (T1FS). This particular objective is achieved by employing
type reduction (TR) block before the defuzzification takes place. A type reduction
block, also called type reducer, maps an IT2FS to a T1FS. The defuzzification block
then takes the processed T1FS and produce a crisp output. In essence, an IT2FLS











Figure 2.2: IT2 fuzzy logic system
2.5 Centroid of IT2FS
As seen in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2, defuzzification process takes places after inference is
done. The inference process returns a T1FS or IT2FS, depending on the type of
system in consideration. For the case of T1FLS, defuzzification involves a direct







Here, x and θ denotes the rule consequent and corresponding firing interval for
i-th rule in the rulebase. However, this is not so straightforward for IT2FS. As
discussed earlier, an IT2FS can be sufficiently described by the interval membership
function over its primary domain. It implies that an IT2FS can also be described
by a union of all embedded T1FSs contained within the footprint of uncertainty.
Since the secondary membership of IT2FS is always unity, it does not add any
useful information in the centroid computation process. Therefore, it is reasonable
to conclude that the centroid of an IT2FS is bounded by the centroid of the boundary
embedded T1FS [73,73,129]. According to this discussion, centroid of an IT2FS can
be expressed as:
CÃ = 1/[cl(Ã), cr(Ã)]
≡ 1/[cl, cr]
(2.10)
Here, cl denotes the left end/shoulder of centroid or the minima of equation (2.9)
and cr is the right end/shoulder of centroid or maxima of equation (2.9). Therefore,
centroid computation of any given IT2FS involves the minimization and maximiza-
tion of equation (2.9) subject to the boundary condition θi ∈ [µÃ (xi) , µÃ (xi)] [129].
In practice, shoulder of centroids are determined by first finding switch points
i.e. the points where the centroid computation shifts between upper and lower firing
intervals. Sample of switch points are shown in Fig. 2.3 where L and R denotes left
and right switch points, respectively. The annotation of “unused portion” in Fig.
2.3 refers to a scope of future work and discussed in detail in article 6.3.
2.6 Type Reduction
In an IT2FLS, type reduction can be viewed as an extension of defuzzification process
of a T1FLS [130]. It is a part of output processing block in an IT2FSL (see Fig.
2.2). This block first calculates a type-1 FS from the resultant IT2FS coming out
from inference engine using extension principle [27, 131], which can be thought of
extended version of type-1 defuzzification [130]. This type-1 set is called type reduced
set. Afterwards, a crisp output is produced using this type reduced set following a
method similar to centroid calculation.
There are many possible approaches for type reduction. These include centroid















Figure 2.3: Sample of switch points in centroid computation
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based approaches. Among these approaches, center of sets based TR approaches are
usually preferred [73,130].
2.6.1 Classification of Type Reduction Algorithms
A number of TR algorithms are available in the current IT2FLS literature. Essen-
tially, these TR algorithms can be divided into two broad categories [122], algorithm
that preserve uncertainties and algorithms that do not during the TR operation. In
general, algorithms that preserve uncertainty are iterative in nature and inherently
slower than the ones that discard uncertainty during the TR process. These algo-
rithms are generally classified as alternate TR algorithms and the ones that preserve
uncertainty are often classified as KM type TR algorithms [122].
For the sake of completeness, all available TR algorithms are shown in Fig. 2.4.
In the sequel, we briefly discuss the two most important TR algorithms for our
research, namely Karnik-Mendel TR algorithm and Enhanced Karnik-Mendel TR
algorithm.
2.6.2 KM algorithm
Karnik-Mendel (KM) algorithm for TR is proposed by Karnik et.al. in 2001 [125]
which quickly became the baseline TR algorithm for higher order FLSs for its exten-
sive theoretical foundation and ease of implementation. For the sake of completeness,
KM algorithm is described below:
For the left end of centroid, yl:
1. Sort rule consequent xi(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N) in increasing order while keeping the
variable name same, but now each element of xi are positioned in ascending
order such that x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xN .
2. Match the corresponding firing intervals or weights in the order that matches
with related original value of rule consequent. In other words, renumber the
index of lower and firing intervals, wi and wi respectively, to maintain the
original one to one correspondence with rule consequent.




where, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N (2.11)
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5. Find switch point k ∈ [1, N − 1] such that
xk ≤ y ≤ xk+1 (2.13)
6. Modify the weight as
wi =
{
wi, i ≤ k
wi, i > k
(2.14)






8. Check if y′ = y. If yes, stop and set yl = y and call k as L. If no, go to step-9.
9. Set y = y′ and go to step-5.
For the right end of centroid, yr:
1. Sort rule consequent xi(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N) in increasing order while keeping the
variable name same, but now each element of xi are positioned in ascending
order such that x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xN .
2. Match the corresponding firing intervals or weights in the order that matches
with related original value of rule consequent. In other words, renumber the
index of lower and firing intervals, wi and wi respectively, to maintain the
original one to one correspondence with rule consequent.




where, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N (2.16)
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5. Find switch point k ∈ [1, N − 1] such that
xk ≤ y ≤ xk+1 (2.18)
6. Modify the weight as
wi =
{
wi, i ≤ k
wi, i > k
(2.19)






8. Check if y′ = y. If yes, stop and set yr = y and call k as R. If no, go to step-9.
9. Set y = y′ and go to step-5.



















where switch points, L and R are determined from KM algorithm. Defuzzified output
is calculated as the average of yl ad yr.
Please note that we did not consider different values for upper and lower end of
rule consequent since they are same in most systems [88].
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2.6.3 EKM Algorithm
EKM algorithm attempts to improve the KM algorithm by finding a better initializa-
tion for search procedure, modifying the condition of search termination and incor-
porating small subtle modifications in the iteration approaches [143]. Consequently,
EKM algorithm achiever better convergence speed, lower iteration requirement and
higher computation speed than KM algorithm. For completeness, EKM algorithm
is described below [143]:
For the left end of centroid, yl:
1. Sort rule consequent xi(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N) in increasing order and call the sorted
xi by the same name, but now each element of xi are positioned ascendingly
such that x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xN .
2. Match the corresponding firing intervals or weights in the order that matches
with related original value of rule consequent. In other words, renumber the
index of lower and firing intervals, wi and wi respectively, to maintain the
original one to one correspondence rule consequent.
3. Find the value of k as
k = N/2.4 (2.23)




















5. Find k′ ∈ [1, N − 1] such that
xk′ ≤ y ≤ xk′+1 (2.27)
6. Check if k′ = k. If yes, stop and set yl = y and call k as L. If no, continue.
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7. Compute s = sign(k′ − k) and
a′ = a+ s
max(k,k′)∑
i=min(k,k′)
xi(wi − wi) (2.28)
b′ = b+ s
max(k,k′)∑
i=min(k,k′)





8. Set y = y′, a = a′, b = b′ and k = k′. Go to step-4.
For the right end of centroid, yr:
1. Sort rule consequent xi(i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N) in increasing order and call the sorted
xi by the same name, but now each element of xi are positioned in increasing
order such that x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xN .
2. Match the corresponding firing intervals or weights in the order that matches
with related original value of rule consequent. In other words, renumber the
index of lower and firing intervals, wi and wi respectively, to maintain the
original one to one correspondence rule consequent.
3. Find the value of k as
k = N/1.7 (2.31)





















5. Find k′ ∈ [1, N − 1] such that
xk′ ≤ y ≤ xk′+1 (2.35)
6. Check if k′ = k. If yes, stop and set yr = y and call k as R. If no, continue.
7. Compute s = sign(k′ − k) and
a′ = a− s
max(k,k′)∑
i=min(k,k′)
xi(wi − wi) (2.36)
b′ = b− s
max(k,k′)∑
i=min(k,k′)





8. Set y = y′, a = a′, b = b′ and k = k′. Go to step-4.
It is indeed possible that the the rule consequent is an interval of values. This
interval can be completely described by the first and last members of an interval.
However, this is not considered here as they are same in most applications, as noted
in [88].
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we briefly described the background material of fuzzy literature rele-
vant to our research. The next three chapters incorporates the research investigation























KM: Karnik-Mendel algorithm [125], EKM: Enhanced Karnik-Mendel algorithm [124], EKMANI:
Enhanced Karnik-Mendel with New Initialization [134], IASC: Iterative Algorithm with Stop Condi-
tion [135,136], EIASC: Enhanced Iterative Algorithm with Stop Condition [137], EODS: Enhanced
Opposite Direction Searching Algorithm [138], IASC2: New Iterative Algorithm with Stop Condi-
tion [139], NT: Nie-Tan Algorithm [127], CJ: Coupland-John Geometric Method [107], LM: Liang-
Mendel Unnormalized Method [111], UB: Wu-Mendel Uncertainty Bound method [112], BMM:
Begian-Melek-Mendel method [108], GCCM: Greenfield-Chiclana Collapsing method [110], LYZ:
Li-Yi-Zhao method [140], DY: Du-Ying method [114], TTCC: Tao-Taur-Chang-Chang method
[115],CKRP:Chakraborty-Konar-Ralescu-Pal [118], Nowicki: Nowicki TR method [141,142]





In the first experimental chapter of this thesis, we intend to investigate improvements
scope in existing type reduction algorithms. This chapter captures our investigation
and findings on a popular type reduction algorithm called ‘Enhanced Karnik-Mendel
Algorithm’. It is based on the following published article: Salaken, Syed Moshfeq;
Khosravi, Abbas and Nahavandi, Saeid; “Modification on enhanced Karnik
Mendel algorithm.” Expert Systems with Applications 65 (2016): 283-291, Else-
vier.
3.1 Introduction
Research in the area of interval type-2 fuzzy logic system (IT2FLS) has progressed
greatly in the recent years. A number of unique properties of IT2FLS has helped
demonstrating that IT2FLS can achieve greater performance than that of type-1
fuzzy logic system (T1FLS). For example, it has been shown that IT2FLS can utilize
adaptiveness and novelty features to achieve a smoother and complex control surface
with the same rulebase [101]. Several classic and intelligent control systems and
expert systems reported significant performance improvement by IT2FLS compared
to T1FLS [66, 79, 88, 91, 91, 122, 144, 145]. An in-depth review of control system
utilizing IT2FLS can be found in [146]. Recent literary article also demonstrates
that IT2FLSs have important applications for uncertainty quantification [89, 143,
147], forecasting [66,91,92]), airplane flight control [148], robotics [146,149], machine
learning [150] and decision making [95,147,151–153].
Since type reduction (TR) is an integral part of IT2FLS, it plays a crucial role
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in determining the overall performance of a given IT2FLS model. Consequently, a
number of TR algorithms are proposed and explored in the literature [122]. These
TR algorithms can be broadly categorized into two categories [122], Karnik-Mendel
(KM) family of TR algorithms and alternative TR algorithms. TR algorithms in the
category of KM family preserves the uncertainties of the fuzzy systems throughout
the inference procedure whereas the alternate TR family do not. A summary of TR
algorithms, categorized into these two families, is shown in Fig. ??. It can be used
as a quick reference of available TR algorithms. According to a number of scholarly
articles on type reduction, algorithms in KM family poses increased computational
burden due to their iterative nature. On the other hand, TR algorithms in the al-
ternate TR family often reduces the computational burden by computing the crisp
output in one swift step which comes at the cost of discarding the uncertainty infor-
mation on the output side. Because they drop out important information from FLS,
they can be considered incomplete and failing to uphold the essence of fuzzy logic.
In addition, some algorithms from alternate TR family is a close approximation
of KM algorithm from a mathematically point of view [128]. It hints that KM type
TR algorithms are essentially the complete nature of TR algorithms and therefore,
it bolster our motivation to revisit TR algorithms from KM family. Subsequently, a
popular, fast and efficient algorithm from KM family is chosen for further exploration
and investigation. This algorithm is known as ‘Enhanced Karnik-Mendel Algorithm’
[143]. It has a number of notable characteristics including computational simplicity,
low iteration requirement and fast convergence speed. These characteristics played an
important in making it a popular choice in system design and made it very effective.
Our motivation to work on the EKM algorithm can be explained by the following
reasons:
• since EKM algorithm is one of the early KM type TR algorithm which proved
to be fast in terms of computation speed, it is highly likely that there are few
IT2FLS applications in operation and therefore, they can be easily optimized
if a simple modification can be introduced with significant performance im-
provement. This is the main reason to explore EKM algorithm even though
Enhanced Iterative Algorithm with Stop Condition (EIASC) algorithm is cur-
rently the fastest TR algorithm [154]
• the quest for finding the fastest type reduction algorithm will theoretically
end when the research community will find an algorithm that can process the
end-to-end flow as fast as a type-1 fuzzy system, virtually eliminating the
computational cost associated with type reduction operation. It is clear from
the analysis of Wu [154] that even the fastest FLS (designed with EIASC
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algorithm) is much slower than a comparable T1FLS (see figure 5 and 8 of
[154]). However, it is reasonable to assume that an optimized implementation
of parallel processing capability, where applicable, will substantially reduce the
cost associated with type reduction operation. This may, in turn, makes an
IT2FLS competitive with T1 FLS in terms of computational cost. Therefore,
it is more important to work on algorithms that are widely used than that is a
little faster.
This paper lists our findings on EKM algorithm, proposes a modification and
provides statistical justification for the proposed modification. Essentially, the most
important contribution of this paper is a simple modification of the Enhanced Karnik-
Mendel (EKM) algorithm which greatly reduces its computational cost. This paves
the way for real time applications using EKM type reduction algorithm, currently
hindered due to computational burden, to improve the performance in a straight-
forward fashion. The adoption of the proposed changes is also simple and easy to
implement.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 propose a modi-
fication in EKM algorithm and discusses experimental set-up. Section 3.3 documents
our findings on EKM algorithm. Comparative studies between original and modified
EKM algorithm are demonstrated and discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5
provides conclusion remarks.
3.2 Proposed Change in EKM Algorithm
The findings from this paper demands to change the initialization of right end of
centroid for EKM algorithm. The proposed modification involves changing the cur-
rent implementation of N/1.70 to new initialization of N/1.60. The rational behind
this change is explained in section 3.3.1. Per this modification, equation (2.31) of
yr computation is changed from “Set k = N/1.7” to “Set k = N/1.6”. It is impor-
tant to note that left initialization is not changed in our proposition. The proposed
modification is visually demonstrated in Fig.3.1 where dashed vertical lines represent
original EKM and MEKM initialization along with true switch point.
The improvement scopes in the EKM algorithm are identified by investigating
different properties and patterns under varying scenario. For example, termination
trend in centroid shoulder search process, required number of search attempts, vari-
ance in number of search attempts in the vicinity of true switch points and speed of








Figure 3.1: Proposed change in EKM algorithm
Because exploration of EKM algorithm is stochastic in nature, it may demon-
strate drastically different characteristics in different set-up. Therefore, generalized
conclusion can de drawn only with Monte Carlo simulations with a broad coverage.
To ensure that, this paper decides to:
1. utilize random numbers as lower firing interval, upper firing interval and rule
consequent.
2. repeat each experiment multiple times for data collection.
3. ensure that randomly generated lower firing intervals are smaller in magnitude
than the magnitude of upper firing intervals generated in the same way.
This paper follows the same constraints used in research performed in other schol-
arly work, namely experimental set-up described in [154]. All experiments in this
work are conducted on a Lenovo ThinkPad T440p with an Intel core-i7-4600M 2.9
GHz processor and 16 GB RAM. The system runs on 64-bit Windows 7 professional
and uses Matlab R2013a as computational program.
The next section describes the optimization scope in detail
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3.3 Findings on EKM Algorithm
Table 3.1: Parameters used to find new initialization point for right end of centroid
Item Value (vectorized)
Lower Firing Interval random(′unif ′, 0, 1)
Upper Firing Interval random(′unif ′, 0, 1)
Rule Consequent abs(random(′Normal′, 0, 10, 1, 50))
3.3.1 Optimization Scope in EKM Algorithm
Even though EKM algorithm is highly optimized and terminates in few iterations,
this research paper has found that search termination for right centroid shoulder takes
more iterations than left centroid shoulder. Table 3.2 shows our observation. Observe
that right centroid shoulder search always need at least the same, and mostly higher,
number of iterations than that of left shoulder. The initial experiments in this work
shows that finding the true left switch points usually take 1 or 2 iterations whereas
finding the true right switch point requires 2 or 3 iterations. The clearly demonstrates
the right switch point initialization is less optimal than that of left switch point. In
addition to that, the early experiments showed that number of search attempts i.e.
iterations are always greater than or equal to number of iterations in the left switch
points.
Intrigued by the initial observations in Table 3.2, more exhaustive simulation is
done which looks at different values for initial value of right centroid, (R0). In this
part, R0 is given different values from N/1.55 to N/1.75 with 120 iterations for each
value. A number of statistical parameters are recorded and the result is shown in
Table 3.3. The parameters used in the experiment is shown in Table 3.1. Observe
from Table 3.3 that,
1. The mean and variance values for the number of iterations is minimum when
Rold is set to N/1.60.
2. We also notice that variation for Rold is also minimum when Rold is set to
N/1.60. This implies number of iteration will not be very widespread around
the optimal value for this choice of Rold.
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Table 3.2: Number of search attempts for centroid end points in EKM
#run switch points #Iteration
left right left right
1 22 37 1 2
2 21 34 0 2
3 22 35 1 2
4 21 34 0 1
5 22 35 1 1
6 21 36 0 2
7 20 35 1 1
8 20 34 1 1
9 26 40 1 2
10 23 35 1 1
11 20 34 1 1
12 24 38 1 2
13 20 37 1 1
14 24 36 1 2
15 21 33 0 2
16 22 38 1 2
17 21 37 0 2
18 25 38 1 1
19 21 35 0 1
20 24 39 1 2
21 19 36 1 2
22 22 36 1 1
23 22 36 1 1
24 23 37 1 1
25 22 39 1 1
26 21 33 0 1
27 22 36 1 1
28 23 34 1 1
29 19 31 1 1
30 21 36 0 1
31 19 36 1 2
32 22 35 1 1
33 18 37 1 2
34 19 37 1 1
35 21 36 0 2
36 18 39 1 1
37 19 35 1 1
38 23 35 1 2
39 22 37 1 2
40 19 35 1 1
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3. The frequency distribution columns shows that there are no values for range
2 − 3 and 3 − 4. This implies that EKM algorithm usually finds the centroid
shoulder within 2 iterations.
4. However, iteration count for range 0 − 1 and 1 − 2 that most searches are
terminated within one iteration if R0 = N/1.60. This is a crucial information it
may lead to potentially big iterations saving where type reduction if frequently
needed and currently employs EKM algorithm for that purpose.
These observations allows us to conclude that R0 = N/1.60 is potentially a better
candidate for initialization. Other possible initializations tends to require higher
number of search attempts in comparison to this option and therefore, indicate more
computational burden. However, this conclusion is derived from only 120 iterations
and can be misleading. Therefore, another experiment with more iteration is needed
to verify this observation. In addition, this experiment needs to be repeated multiple
times to ensure justify and establish this particular finding.
The result of this experiment, conducted with more iterations and run multiple
times, is shown in 3.5. It concentrates only on N/1.6 and N/1.7 for R0. It clearly
shows that R = N/1.60 is terminating the search earlier than R0 = N/1.70 in more
cases. This particular part of experiment is replicated 5 times and they provide
similar results. It confirms our initial finding and allows us to dig deeper.
Later on, this has been found as a general finding when run with 10, 000 runs
for randomly generated fuzzy systems. Simulation results, which are generated with
random firing intervals and random rule consequents, are given in Table 3.6. A sam-
ple of such randomly generated firing interval is shown is Fig. 3.2. Corresponding
discussion can be found in section 3.4. Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 repeat and fur-
ther strengthen the initial finding that EKM algorithm may benefit from a different
initialization.
Configuration parameters for Table 3.6 is given in Table 3.1. Please note that both
firing intervals and rule consequents are generated at random for this observation. We
have ensured that lower firing intervals are indeed lower than upper firing intervals
so that outcome from this simulation always remain true.
3.3.2 A Note on EKM Algorithm
KM algorithm start searching for the left and right switch point from the beginning
of the search domain. However, EKM algorithm do not search from the beginning of


























Figure 3.2: Randomly generated firing intervals for IT2FLS
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EKM begins the search process within a search boundary between N/2.4 and
N/1.7. It keeps the search process within this particular region unless there is a
need to push the search process beyond this region. Searching in the abridged space
allows EKM to, usually, find the final switch points quickly. This initialization
of EKM algorithm is proven to be optimal when value of UMF (not upper firing
interval) is twice as much of value of LMF for every value of input [155]. Naturally,
this is not the case in most practical application and in those cases, the current
initializations will not be the most optimal choice. Literature has other possible
and better initializations for EKM algorithm which usually adds complexity to the
algorithm [155]. Therefore, the savings in search attempts may get offset by the
difficulty in computation in other parts. On the other hand, our approach aims to
reduce the iteration requirement while keeping the algorithm simple. It is essential
to note that weighted enhanced Karnik-Mendel (WEKM) algorithm and Simpson’s
(Rule) Weighted Enhanced Karnik-Mendel (SWEKM) in [155] are generalization of
EKM, but not a replacement. Therefore, our approach is not a substitute for WEKM
or SWEKM algorithms. Furthermore, given our findings, EKM cannot be treated as
a special case of WEKM with ρ set as 1 anymore, as mentioned in [155].
In the next section, performance of EKM and MEKM is compared based on speed
of convergence, number of required iterations and cumulative computational time.
3.4 Comparative studies
A number of statistical metrics are used to verify that proposed initialization in-
deed produces better result. The performance improvement of proposed algorithm
is compared with EKM algorithm using frequency of iteration in different ranges e.g.
0 − 1, 1 − 2, 2 − 3 along with speed of convergence (δ) metric, as defined by [102]
and cumulative computation time.
3.4.1 Speed of Convergence
Convergence speed is a metric, proposed first in [129] for fuzzy type reduction, that
measures the progress towards the final value made by the first iteration of the
algorithm. This is originally defined for continuous version of Karnik Mendel algo-
rithm [116]. However, Dongrui et al. [143] converted this to discrete version which
have used in this experiment. Discrete convergence speed for right shoulder of cen-
troid is defined according to equation3.1. Use of this metric makes it easy to compare
the performance with original EKM algorithm.






where, yr0 is the value found from equation (2.34), yr1 is the value found from first
iteration and yr is the final value of right end point of centroid, as calculated from
EKM algorithm.
Mean of δ is calculated for several values of N , starting from 5 and ending at
300 with a step increment of 5. The mean value of δ is calculated from values over
10, 000 runs for each N . Each run has completely new set of randomly generated
firing intervals and rule consequent. Random number generator is shuffled randomly
in each run to ensure as much randomness as possible. Results of left end of centroid
is not shown for brevity.
The speed of convergence is shown in Fig. 3.3. Since smaller values of δ indicates
faster convergence [129, 143], it can be concluded from Fig. 3.3a that EKM with
the proposed initializations has significantly faster convergence due to having much
smaller δ. The missing values in Fig. 3.3a are possibly missing due to random
generation of firing intervals where it is indeed possible to have same values for yr0
and yr1.
Also observe from Fig. 3.3b that standard deviation, and therefore, variance, of
δ is notably lower in case of MEKM. This indicates the spread of convergence speed
for every possible configuration in IT2FLS is also smaller than traditional EKM.
These observations from Fig. 3.3 supports our finding that EKM with proposed
initialization for the right end of centroid is more efficient than original EKM with
current initialization.
3.4.2 Frequency Comparison of Iteration Termination
The performance of new initialization in EKM algorithm is compared using frequency
distribution as well. The number of attempts to determine the right switch points are
calculated over 10, 000 replications and binned in the ranges of 0−1, 1−2, 2−3 and
3−4. The experiment uses the same configuration parameters mentioned previously
and the results are shown in Table 3.6. Rold as N/1.6 represents MEKM algorithm,
whereas N/1.7 represents the original EKM algorithm in this table. Note from Table
3.6 that:
1. Significantly larger number of iterations are terminated in 0 − 1 range when
Rold is set to as N/1.6 instead of N/1.7.
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2. Mean and variance (therefore, standard deviations) are lower when Rold is equal
to N/1.6 than that of N/1.7. This indicates that proposed MEKM initialization
is less oscillating than the original initialization of EKM around the mean of
true right switch point. Put differently, MEKM demands lower number of
iterations than EKM algorithm in the search process in a consistent manner.
3. The number of iteration in higher ranges i.e. 1− 2, 2− 3 is lower with the new
Rold value. This is easy to understand as the process is run for a fixed value of
10, 000 times.
4. the whole experiment is replicated 5 times and the results are similar in all
replications. Every iteration in each replication has been done using randomly
generated values, which are different from previous iteration. Therefore, this
table holds true for every kind of firing interval and in turn, for every kind
and/or shape of membership function. In addition, since the large number
of runs in each replication, this results stands close to the true value from a
statistical point of view.
Reduction in iteration count in each range is visually presented in boxplot shown
in Fig. 3.4. Note from the boxplot in Fig. 3.4 that more than 6000 iterations have
been completed in 0 − 1 range for MEKM, whereas only more than 4000 iterations
have been completed in 0− 1 range for traditional EKM. Also note the difference in
1st and 3rd quartile value for both of them. Careful examination of this figure reveals
that MEKM has lower values for these two quartiles. It implies that MEKM is more
consistent around the mean than traditional EKM and has a smaller dispersion.
Search attempts savings are captred in Table 3.4. Difference in mean has been
calculated as MeanN/1.6 −MeanN/1.7. Negative value indicates that original EKM
requires more number of search attempts to find the true right switch points.
Observe from Table 3.4 that MEKM terminates approximately 30% more times
in 0 − 1 bin in terms of iteration number when compared to original EKM. This
is very significant as we know EKM generally finds out the switch point in 0 − 1
range. It indicates that MEKM will find the right switch point faster than original
EKM and thus, computation time savings will be significant. Negative values in the
range 1-2 and 2-3 implies original EKM needs more search attempts in this range,
and therefore takes more time for right switch point computation. Findings in Table
3.6 and 3.4 are consistent with our proposition that MEKM actually performs better
than original EKM.
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3.4.3 Computational Time Comparison
Since the EKM and MEKM is essentially the same algorithm with one subtle dif-
ference, comparing the performance difference in terms of computational time is
inherently difficult. The time consumption process is subject to random interrup-
tion from operating system and may also get affected by things line random number
generation process. Performance improvement in terms of time consumption can
only be measured if the experiment is kept isolated from external influences such os
operating system interruptions for prioritized tasks. Since this type of set-up is not
feasible, it is expected to see random fluctuations in time consumptions over time.
This can be mitigated by looking at cumulative values over a given period of time
rather than examining individual data points. The following experiment builds on
this principle.
In order to ensure that time consumption experiment follows the literary stan-
dards, we follow the procedures described in [154]. An interval type-2 fuzzy PI








The controller can be described by:
u̇ = kP ė+ kIe (3.3)
Here, u̇ is the change in control signal, e and ė are error and change of error, kP
and kI are proportional and integral gains respectively. Assuming there are M num-
ber of IT2 FSs are in the domain of e and ė, where resulting M2 rules are represented
by crisp numbers instead of fuzzy quantities, a total of 10 randomly generated IT2
FLC is simulated. The parameters of membership functions are generated at random
for all IT2FLS in the experiment. For each M , the computational time of FLCs are
measure by a step response in the first 100 seconds with sampling frequency 1 Hz.
Therefore, time consumption is recorded for a total of 10x100 = 1000 type reduction
operation. Afterwards, their average is computed and stored. We perform the whole
process for EKM and proposed MEKM algorithm, repeated 50 times for every M in
the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. The resulting average time consumption for all Ms in
each run and computational time savings are shown in Fig. 3.5.
Fig. 3.5 clearly shows the MEKM takes less time than EKM in general. However,
this is not a consistent performance which is expected due to the reasons described
above. In close examination of the figure it can be seen that MEKM outperform
EKM algorithm in 28 runs out of a total of 50. In these 28 runs, MEKM saves 0.1085
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seconds compared to EKM. In the remaining 22 runs, EKM outperforms MEKM by
0.0690 seconds. Therefore, in a total of 50 runs, MEKM saves 0.0395 seconds over
50 runs. This time savings in purely the result of modifications in right switch
points since everything else is same for MEKM and EKM algorithm. Therefore,
it is evident that MEKM is computationally more efficient than EKM. This small
savings create significant improvements in application areas where frequent type
reduction is necessary. For example, any weather forecasting, share price forecasting
and similar applications, where tens of thousands of type reduction operation is
necessary everyday may experience significant performance improvement due to the
proposed modification.
In addition to the the above discussion, we should emphasize that, despite the
fact our study reveals that MEKM converges in from 1 to 2 iterations and enhances
performance of EKM algorithm, EIASC algorithm remains the fastest KM type
TR algorithm till date and should be used if speed of type reduction operation
is the only concern. Our investigation also showed that MEKM algorithm does
not outperform EIASC algorithm, which is currently the fastest TR algorithm as
demonstrated in extensive study in [154]. We also suggest to use EIASC algorithm
for any new application due to its simplicity and speed, even in real-time applications.
The proposed modification is suitable for performance enhancement of any existing
application utilizing EKM algorithm.
3.5 Conclusion
This work investigates the EKM algorithm and explores possible pathways to improve
the computational speed and reduction of iteration (i.e search attempts to find switch
points). Our investigation finds that EKM is a very capable algorithm that finds the
switch points quickly while also maintaining the full essence of Karnik-Mendel al-
gorithm. A modification in the right switch point search process is proposed in the
process and the resulting performance improvement is quantified in terms of iter-
ation savings, iteration frequency distribution and cumulative computational time.
The process of opportunity identification is showed as well. Finally, the reasoning
for ineligibility of WEKM and SWEKM variants [155] to substitute the proposed
modification is also discussed.
In the next chapter of this thesis, impact of different initialization methods on
Enhanced Karnik-Mendel algorithm is investigated.
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Table 3.3: Statistics for iteration count for different R0




























Table 3.4: Savings on search attempt in modified EKM algorithm for
10,000 runs
N/1.7 N/1.6
Range Mean Mean Difference in Mean Iteration saving (%)
0-1 5377 6986.6 1609.6 29.93490794
1-2 4565.4 2993.6 -1571.8 -34.42852762
2-3 57.6 19.8 -37.8 -65.625
1 Saving has been calculated by taking traditional EKM iteration as
base. Lower mean iterations in higher bins (e.g. 2-3) implies sav-
ings in computational time as the algorithms runs needs to search
less to find the right end of centroid.
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(a) Mean value of δ for traditional and modified EKM
















(b) Standard deviation of δ for traditional and modified EKM
Figure 3.3: Speed of convergence (δ) comparison
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Table 3.5: Optimization scope verification for new initialization of yr with 500 runs

























































Table 3.6: Frequency distribution for right end search attempt in EKM and modified
EKM (10,000 iterations)
































































































(b) Search attempt for right end of centroid with modified EKM
Figure 3.4: Frequency distribution of iteration number for right end of centroid search
(10,000 iterations). Modified EKM (MEKM) finds the right switch point in 0-1 search
attempts more times than the original EKM, implying reduced computation time.
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(a) Time consumption of EKM and MEKM for 50 runs















(b) Time consumption of EKM and MEKM for 50 runs




initializations on Enhanced Karnik
Mendel Algorithm
Our work in the last chapter clearly showed the EKM algorithm has rooms for
improvement. Motivated by findings of last chapter, we proceeded to investigate
deeper to improve the initialization process of EKM algorithm. This chapter cap-
tures our subsequent effort and describes the following paper: Salaken, Syed Moshfeq;
Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi Saeid and Wu, Dongrui; “Effect of different ini-
tializations on EKM algorithm.” In Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE), 2015 IEEE
International Conference on, pp. 1-6. IEEE, 2015.
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in the introduction section of previous chapter, type-1 FLSs are long
been used in a variety of applications [65, 66, 79, 90, 91, 156–158] due to their simple
architecture, simple modeling methods and relatively simple implementation pro-
cedure [73, 88, 126]. Since they are not very good at handling uncertainties design
stage [75, 86], type-2 fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh in 1974 [159]. Type-2
fuzzy systems are intrinsically better than their T1 counterparts and can better han-
dle uncertainties generated from sources like “words can mean different things to
different people” [75], [83], noisy training data [75], noisy input and noisy measure-
ment [86,88]. This better performance comes at the cost of increased computational
burden introduced by type reducer block. The type reduction block is often consid-
ered a bottleneck in T2FLS and IT2FLS from computational point of view. Because
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the baseline TR algorithm, Karnik-Mendel (KM) algorithm, is iterative in nature, re-
searchers introduced a number of different type reduction algorithms. Among them,
only a handful of TR algorithm preserve the essence of fuzzy uncertainty throughout
the inference procedure (or more specifically, in the TR procedure). As discussed
in the previous chapter, EKM algorithm is considered an efficient TR algorithm
which preserves the essential properties of KM algorithm such as novelty and adap-
tivity [101, 105] while also providing reasonable computation overhead. In the last
chapter, a modification for the right end of centroid was introduced that achieved
better performance than original, unmodified EKM algorithm. In this work, the
quest to further optimize the EKM algorithm by finding better initialization for
both switch point is undertaken. In the sequel, the impact of such modifications
along with the reasoning to introduce such changes are addressed in detail.
Rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.4 describes the experimental
setup for simulation, section 4.3 proposes a number of modification on EKM algo-
rithm, section 4.4 demonstrates the comparative performance of proposed methods
and finally section 4.5 draws the conclusion.
4.2 Experimental set-up
To observe and analyze the impact of different initializations on EKM algorithm, it is
not necessary to generate multiple IT2FLS from scratch in every run or replication.
Rather it is required not to do so in order to isolate the experiment from influence
from other factors. Therefore, a TR block of IT2FLS is simulated where the firing
intervals and rule consequents are readily available and can be directly used in TR
calculations. These firing intervals and rule consequents are generated on-the-fly in
the runtime and drawn from uniform distributions. Firing intervals are generated us-
ing two different approaches. One approach involves generating lower firing intervals
from an uniform distribution with a minimum and maximum value of 0 and 0.45 and
upper firing intervals from another uniform distribution between [0.5, 1.0]. Another
approach involves randomly drawing two numbers from a uniform distribution with
minimum and maximum value 0 and 1, respectively, and then utilizing the smaller
one as lower firing interval. Rule consequents are randomly picked from another
uniform distribution with a minima and maxima of 0 and 20. Standard deviations
are picked using a similar method where the minimum and maximum are between
0 and 10. The experiment is replicated 10,000 times so that a broad spectrum of
scenario space is covered. Final observations are drawn from aggregated result set
over this 10, 000 Monte-Carlo simulations.
All simulations are performed on a Lenovo ThinkPad T440p with an Intel core-
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i7-4600M 2.9 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM. The system runs on 64-bit Windows
7 professional and utilizes Matlab R2013a as simulation software.
4.3 New EKM initializations
This section describes our explorations to find different initialization techniques in
order to increase the efficiency of EKM algorithm by reducing the iteration require-
ment and increasing the convergence speed.
4.3.1 New initialization based on statistical distribution
The relationship between initial and final switch points is shown in Table 4.1. It is
generated following the experimental procedures described in section 4.4. It is clear
from the table that initial values of left switch point, L0, is not the same as the mean
value of final switch points, Mean(L), for left shoulder/end of centroid. Therefore,
it is reasonable to conclude that the initial value of left switch point is not the true
value of left switch points in most cases. Also observe that the variance of left switch
point V ar(L), is increasing with increasing values of N which in turn implies that
the spread of final value of left switch point is somewhat proportional to N . Similar
observations apply to the right switch point as well.
Looking closely, it can be seen that Mean(L) is very close to 0.35 ∗ N in terms
of value and similarly, Mean(R) is close to 0.65 ∗ N . An exhaustive Monte-Carlo
simulation is carried out using different values of L0 and R0 to confirm this distri-
bution. For each value of L0 and R0, 10, 000 runs of experiment is performed and
average iteration requirements are computed. Subsequently, they are used to visu-
alize the relationship among L0/R0, N and number of iterations. Corresponding
visualization is shown in Fig. 4.1. It is clear from Fig. Fig. 4.1 that L0 = 0.35 ∗N
and R0 = 0.65 ∗ N lead to the lowest number of average iteration. This validates
the initial observation from Table 4.1. The table demonstrates results for normally
distributed rule consequents whereas the figure is for uniformly distributed rule con-
sequents. Since both of the distribution results into similar observation, it is safe to
assume that this relationship holds true for other similar cases as well.
This particular observation allows us to formulate new initializations for EKM
algorithm, as shown in equation 4.1. It is denoted as approach-01 in the rest of this
paper.
L0 = 0.35 ∗N ;R0 = 0.65 ∗N (4.1)
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Table 4.1: Comparison of initial and final switch point in EKM
N L0 Mean(L) V ar(L) R0 Mean(R) V ar(R)
5 2.083333333 1.8665 0.429520702 2.941176 3.1226 0.430212261
10 4.166666667 3.6244 0.872211861 5.882353 6.3767 0.880685179
15 6.25 5.3904 1.334721312 8.823529 9.6078 1.287507911
20 8.333333333 7.151 1.741773177 11.76471 12.8256 1.726157256
25 10.41666667 8.9082 2.205393299 14.70588 16.0791 2.224865677
30 12.5 10.6905 2.541363886 17.64706 19.3036 2.638290869
35 14.58333333 12.428 3.091725173 20.58824 22.5541 3.038577048
40 16.66666667 14.2335 3.498527603 23.52941 25.7731 3.459362326
45 18.75 15.9812 3.898036364 26.47059 28.9862 3.91420098
50 20.83333333 17.7711 4.507555546 29.41176 32.251 4.394638464
55 22.91666667 19.5288 4.813051865 32.35294 35.4649 4.725240514
60 25 21.3103 5.261540064 35.29412 38.6849 5.334745465
65 27.08333333 23.1033 5.68559767 38.23529 41.9086 5.695815622
70 29.16666667 24.8152 6.165065467 41.17647 45.1227 6.079052615
75 31.25 26.6155 6.284088159 44.11765 48.3604 6.511963036
80 33.33333333 28.364 6.862390239 47.05882 51.6115 6.968664616
85 35.41666667 30.208 7.490685069 50 54.8386 7.562306271
90 37.5 31.9548 7.835940554 52.94118 58.0542 7.751437504
95 39.58333333 33.6483 8.271434253 55.88235 61.3163 8.301684478
100 41.66666667 35.4712 8.821252685 58.82353 64.5677 8.659282638
105 43.75 37.2383 9.213034413 61.76471 67.7536 9.190406081
110 45.83333333 38.9573 9.615238234 64.70588 70.9794 9.521127753
115 47.91666667 40.7504 10.21732157 67.64706 74.2355 9.895629313
120 50 42.5276 10.39027727 70.58824 77.4327 10.48951966
125 52.08333333 44.3419 10.77648204 73.52941 80.6902 10.67429139
130 54.16666667 46.07 11.3910391 76.47059 83.9088 11.4564282
135 56.25 47.8169 11.76135053 79.41176 87.1744 11.68315296
140 58.33333333 49.573 12.28529953 82.35294 90.3884 12.35918136
145 60.41666667 51.3671 12.81301889 85.29412 93.5699 12.68038203
150 62.5 53.2386 13.23399344 88.23529 96.863 12.96372737
155 64.58333333 54.9507 13.16018553 91.17647 100.0886 13.75472551
160 66.66666667 56.6913 14.35583989 94.11765 103.329 13.90994999
165 68.75 58.4711 13.91915671 97.05882 106.5664 14.16140718
170 70.83333333 60.2276 15.12711095 100 109.796 14.97128113
175 72.91666667 62.0478 15.19823498 102.9412 113.0769 15.45873226
180 75 63.717 15.63147415 105.8824 116.1473 15.58916163
185 77.08333333 65.5177 15.8968764 108.8235 119.4046 15.93489233
190 79.16666667 67.2656 16.33048969 111.7647 122.7153 16.72371828
195 81.25 69.0666 16.7706415 114.7059 125.9112 16.384353
200 83.33333333 70.8085 17.47877563 117.6471 129.1239 17.1932681244
4.3.2 New initialization based on already obtained switch
point
From the detailed stepwise calculation of EKM algorithm, it is clear that the calcula-
tion of left and right switch points are essentially two independent processes as there
is no common terms in either of them. This allows us to use the final switch point
from one of these calculations and utilize into another when they are computed in
serial fashion. Built on this idea, two other initializations of EKM algorithm is shown
below. From this point onward in this chapter, they are denoted as approach-02a
and approach-02b.
Using L in search of R
When L is calculated first and used in the search of R, the initializations can be
formulated as below:
L0 = N/2.4;R0 = N − L (4.2)
where L is the true left switch point found from EKM algorithm. This is denoted as
approach-2a.
Using R in search of L
Similarly, when true right switch point is calculated first and then that is used in the
search process of left switch point, the initializations can be formulated as below:
R0 = N/1.7;L0 = N −R; (4.3)
where R is the right switch point found from EKM algorithm. This initialization is
denoted as approach-2b throughout this paper.
4.3.3 New initialization based on approach-01 and approach-
02
Based on the fact that statistical distribution is used in approach to find the final
switch points and previously found switch points are utilized in approach-02, it is
indeed possible to combine both of them and formulate a new initialization. There-
fore, they are combined to create a third initialization for EKM algorithm which is
denoted as approach-03 from this point onward.
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(a) Left switch point
































(b) Right switch point
Figure 4.1: Iteration requirement for switch point search
Approach-3a
L0 = 0.35 ∗N ;R0 = N − L (4.4)
Approach-3b
R0 = 0.65 ∗N ;L0 = N −R (4.5)
4.4 Comparative studies
4.4.1 Computational time requirement
An IT2 fuzzy PI controller is implemented to compare the performance of different
initializations. The controller is implemented following the procedures described
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in [105]. Essentially, a first order dead time plant G(s) is simulated along with








u̇ = kP ė+ kIe (4.7)
Equation (4.6) and (4.7) represent the plant and IT2 fuzzy logic controller (FLC),
respectively. The simulation environment is identical with that of [105]. In detail,
a two input one output system is simulated with M number of Gaussian shaped
membership functions in the domain of both inputs (e and ė). Rule consequents
are generated randomly and represented by a crisp number. The rulebase contains
N = M2 number of rules. These rules are fired for each input pair (e and ė) and
a particular EKM algorithm variant with our proposed initialization is used to for
centroid computation, e.g., output of FLC. A total of 10 IT2 FLCs are randomly
generated and their performance is evaluated by a step response in first 100 second
with a sampling frequency of 1 Hz, following the experiments described in [105]. The
time consumption of each of the proposed initialization is measured along with the
time consumed by original EKM algorithm for these 10× 100 = 1, 000 TR operation
while M is varied from 5 to 50. The result of this experiment is shown in Fig. 4.2a.
Observe that:
• All of the proposed initializations take less time than original EKM algorithm
with a small number of exceptions.
• Approach-03b is faster than all other alternative initializations for M ≤ 4, after
which approach-01 becomes the fastest.
• Alternative initializations poses similar computational burden after M ≥ 17.
Recalling the fact that number of rules for this experiment is M2, this refers
to a rulebase size of 289.
• Also note that for N(= M2) < 50, computational time savings is significant.
However, the difference reduces after N > 225 which can be considered a big
number for any rulebase system.
The performance of proposed methods is shown in Fig. 4.2b. Observe from
this figure that, approach-03b has maximum gain over original EKM algorithm till
M ≈ 5, except at M = 4 where approach-01 outperforms approach-03b. However,
from M = 6 onward, approach-01 becomes the most efficient alternative initialization
until M reaches 30. From this point onward, the gain becomes negligible and no
single approach shows a consistent superiority in terms of gain.
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(a) Computation time comparison for proposed approaches

























(b) Ratio of the computation time of the alternate initialization to EKM algorithm





























(c) % improvement over EKM
Figure 4.2: Computational time comparison
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4.4.2 Iteration requirement
Number of iterations required to find the final switch point can be treated an effec-
tive performance measure as all of the proposed approaches are derived from EKM
algorithm. This is particularly true for this experiment due to the nature of ex-
perimental set-up. Fig. 4.3 shows the comparison of average iteration requirement
for left and right switch points/centroid shoulders based on 10, 000 runs and normal
distribution of rule consequents for each approach. Observe from Fig. 4.3a, for left
shoulder/switch point search that,
• Approach-01 and approach-03a requires lowest number of iterations to find left
switch point and subsequently, left centroid shoulder.
• Both approach-02b and approach-03b require less number of iterations than
EKM.
• Approach-2a and EKM algorithm require almost similar number of iterations.
Similarly, Fig. 4.3b shows that,
• Approach-01 and approach-03b require lowest number of iterations to find right
switch points and subsequently, right shoulder of centroid.
• Approach-02a and approach-03a require less number of iterations than EKM.
• Approach-02b and EKM algorithm require similar number of iterations to find
the right shoulder of centroid.
Experimental results for uniformly distributed rule consequents can be drawn
from Fig. 4.4. It is clear from Fig. 4.4 that conclusions similar to Fig. 4.3b can be
drawn. It is important to realize that approach-01 is the best method in both left
and right shoulder search for normal and uniformly distributed rule consequents. In
addition, all of the proposed approaches are better than EKM, even though the gain
margins are small in some approaches.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents new initialization methods for popular TR algorithm known
as ‘Enhanced Karnik-Mendel Algorithm’. The background for exploring alternative





































































(b) Right shoulder search

































































(b) Right shoulder search
Figure 4.4: Comparison of iteration requirement (Uniform rules)
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extensive Monte-Carlo simulations with broad coverage. Our experiment finds that
performance of EKM algorithm can be greatly improved if new initializations are
adopted. The required changes to introduce the performance improvement are rel-
atively simple and easy to implement. Therefore, the proposed methods offer an
excellent opportunity for existing IT2FLS systems with EKM algorithm to enhance
the computational performance. As see from the experiments, performance improve-
ment can be as high as 40%.
To summarize, in this chapter, we have investigated different alternatives for
initialization of EKM algorithm. We have shown the impact of proposed alternatives
through exhaustive simulations. In the next phase of this research, we investigate the
feasibility of using regression methods to approximate the type reduction process.
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Chapter 5
Approximation of Type Reduction
Algorithms
As mentioned in the last chapter, we have investigated data driven approach for type
reduction in IT2FLS systems. This chapter summarizes the work published in the
following three papers:
• Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid and Wu, Don-
grui; Approximation of centroid end-points and switch points for
replacing type reduction algorithms. International Journal of Approxi-
mate Reasoning 66 (2015): 39-52. [3]
• Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid and Wu, Don-
grui; Linear approximation of Karnik-Mendel type reduction algo-
rithm, Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE), 2015 IEEE International Conference
on,,10.1109/ FUZZ-IEEE.2015.7337811, 1-6, 2015, IEEE
• Salaken, Syed Moshfeq; Khosravi, Abbas; Nahavandi, Saeid and Wu, Dongrui;
Switch point finding using polynomial regression for fuzzy type re-
duction algorithms, Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE), 2015 IEEE International
Conference on, 10.1109/ FUZZ-IEEE.2015.7337812, 1-6, 2015, IEEE
In these works, we investigate data driven approach to model the type reduction
block in the IT2FLS diagram. The purpose of this work is to find a mapping func-
tion that translates the firing interval to centroid shoulders/end points. In addition,
switch points identification is also investigated using regression methods. In sum-
mary, it is shown that a regression model can be successfully used to approximate the
output of type reduction block in IT2FLS and therefore, it can potentially replace
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the type reduction block. This regression model offers the possibility to eliminate the
computational cost associated with type reduction functionality because a trained
model will only require the cost of processing the new input vector through the final
hypothesis of regression, which is not iterative in nature. The proposed approach
also provides the centroid shoulders/end points and does not discard crucial uncer-
tainty information for the sake of speed. This work can also be extended into general
type-2 fuzzy system as well as any higher order fuzzy systems.
5.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the importance of IT2FLS stems from its
superiority over T1FLS which is demonstrated in numerous applications such as
decision making [68, 96, 160–162], mobile robotics [156, 163], control [65, 100], prior
processing of data [97], forecasting accuracy [158], noise reduction [72], survey pro-
cessing [93,98], prediction interval construction [91,157], clustering [164], intelligent
environment realization [165] and time series forecasting [66, 67, 93, 94, 166–169], to
name a few. Since our work in chapter 3 and chapter 4 found a number of improve-
ments scopes and proposed corresponding improvement, it is only logical to explore
the possibility of applying such improvements, not necessarily the same techniques,
on the type reduction operation itself. This may or may not involve working with
any existing KM type TR algorithms. An important aspect of exploring such im-
provement is to ensure the TR operation remains a simple process. Any complex
process will essentially create obstacles in using TR for higher order fuzzy systems.
Therefore, the following points are prioritized in the exploration process:
• simplicity of the proposed method: keeping the alternate TR method simple
to implement. It must not be any more difficult than current implementations
of TR algorithms.
• intelligibility of the proposed method: it must be easy to explain. The proposed
method must not create difficulty in explanation of the complete inference
procedure as intelligibility is a major property of fuzzy system. It must not be
a so called black box model.
Keeping these constraints in mind, simple data driven, machine learning based
solutions are explored. Any black box modeling methods are discarded to ensure the
conformity with the second principle mentioned above.
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Regression has been used in function approximation for a long time with great
success [170,171]. In this work, it is shown that simple polynomial regression can ap-
proximate TR reduction operation in both simple and complex FLS with low error.
The simple approximation process involves finding a mapping among inputs, corre-
sponding membership functions, rulebase and type-reduced output. It has a number
of advantages including simpler and faster training, high degree of robustness which
can adapt to the increasing complexity of fuzzy systems with the increase of number
of inputs and MFs and finally, the ability to apply long established optimization
techniques for performance improvement.
Due to the very nature, KM algorithm preserve the uncertainty in the output side
by finding both centroid end-points and corresponding switch points. Our work in
this chapter approximate KM algorithm. Therefore, it addresses the approximation
procedure for both switch points and centroid end-points. It is important to note
that the experiments and proposed methods in this chapter equally applies to TR
algorithm that preserve uncertainty, including exhaustive defuzzification method.
KM algorithm is chosen only for the computational simplicity.
Rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 5.2 gives an overview of exper-
imental methods, section 5.3 describes the data generation methods in detail, section
5.4 describe regression modeling technique for both centroid end-points approxima-
tion and switch point prediction task, section 5.5 discusses the findings and finally,
section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Experimental set-up
This study aims to compare the effectiveness of function approximation methods
from a TR perspective. It largely focuses on simple machine learning based func-
tion approximation methods commonly used in regression problems. This section
describes the experimental set-up used in the experiment.
The experiment is largely divided into four steps. In the first step, this experiment
starts by randomly generating experimental data to perform extensive Monte-Carlo
simulation. This data generation step involves design decisions like number of inputs,
outputs, number of membership functions and type of FLS to be experimented with.
The generated data is then divided into training, validation and testing sets. Training
set is used in the training phase, validation set is used in model tuning phase and
finally, the testing set is used to measure the performance of trained and tuned
regression model. This test set is never seen by the model before final testing. The
second step of the experiment involves choosing a regression model and corresponding
training method along with a hypothesis for preferred regression method. It also
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requires feature mapping methods to be chosen and implemented. In the third
step, the regression model is trained by minimizing a cost function over training set.
Afterwards, the model is tuned by finding optimum regularization over the validation
set. Once the optimum regularization parameter is found, it is used to learn the final
parameters of hypothesis. Finally, in the third step, the trained regression model is
applied on the test set to measure the performance.
Since KM type TR methods provide both centroid end-points and switch points,
both of them are covered in this study. They are investigated in two independent
experiments and therefore, data generation, regression model choice, training, tun-
ing and testing for these two experiments are independent and different. Section
5.3 and 5.4 describes corresponding processes in detail. A visual representation of
experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 5.1.
A total of 100 randomly generated FLSs are simulated and experimented with
in the investigation of centroid end-point approximation while 12 different FLSs
with varying degree of complexity is investigated in the switch point prediction task.
The performance measures used in the centroid end-point approximation are mean
absolute percentage error and root mean squared error while switch point prediction
experiment employs accuracy of prediction along with error histogram.
5.3 Data generation
5.3.1 Approximation of centroid end-points
Since the experiment aims to investigate the effectiveness of approximation technique
in the domain of type reduction algorithm, it is logical to explore a complex FLS.
If the approximation technique is able to predict the centroid shoulders with small
error, it would be reasonable to assume that the same approximation technique will
also perform similarly in the case of simple FLS as well. However, the reverse will
not be true. Therefore, an imaginary fuzzy logic system with 4-input, 3 output is
simulated where each input has 3 membership functions. The firing intervals are
drawn randomly from a uniform distribution within a range of [0, 1] and the bigger
value is treated as the upper firing interval. Rule consequents are also generated
randomly according to the formula 0 + (10 − 0) ∗ rand which follows a uniform
distribution and is limited between 0 and 10. The rule consequent generation process
continues until the required length (i.e. number of rules in the database for a fully
connected FLS) is achieved. At this point, a TR algorithm can be called to compute
the ground truth for the approximation function learning process. In this work, KM
algorithm is called for this purpose. Since it is a Monte-Carlo experiment, the above
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Figure 5.1: Experimental procedure
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mentioned process needs to repeated multiple times. Our investigation repeats the
whole process 1, 000 times for a single FLS. A total of 100 such FLSs are randomly
generated and experimented with to reach the final conclusion. The sample points
from this stage is stored and utilized in the regression modeling phase throughout
this work.
The firing intervals and rule consequents are saved in the following format:
[f f yc]
where f , f and yc indicate lower firing intervals, upper firing intervals and rule
consequents, respectively. It is important to realize that f , f and yc are not single
valued number, rather they are vector and the presentation format implies that these
values are appended horizontally to form a feature matrix. This is also called input
matrix. Similarly, centroid values are saved as per the below format:
[yl yr y]
where yl, yr indicates the left and right end-points of centroid and y indicates the
defuzzified value determined by KM algorithm. This is called the target matrix.
Please note, other methods of data generation i.e. keeping lower firing intervals in
the range [0, 0.5] and upper firing intervals in the range of [0.51, 1.0] is investigated as
well. Since the observation from those experiments are similar, they are not detailed
in this study.
5.3.2 Prediction of switch points
This part of the experiment involves simulating a number of different FLSs with dif-
ferent architecture (i.e different number of inputs, different number of MFs on each
of them etc). It facilitates the experiment to investigate the relationship between
order of hypothesis and complexity in FLS architecture. These FLSs are generated
randomly and 15, 000 data points are generated for each of them. Firing intervals are
generated in the same fashion described in section 5.3.1. Rule consequents are gener-
ated between −10 to 10 following a uniform random number distribution generation
method for each of these FLSs.
In this part of experiment, the input matrix for switch point prediction contains
lower and upper firing interval, rule consequents, number of input in the system and
number of membership functions on each input. The i-th row of input and target
matrix can be represented as follows:
input(i, :) = [f f yc ninput nMF ];
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target(i, :) = [L R];
where,
ninput = Number of inputs in FLS;
nMF = Number of MFs on each input;
L = Left switch point from KM algorithm;
R = Right switch point from KM algorithm;
In this study, 3 distinct values for ninput and 4 distinct values for nMF is consid-
ered. It can be represented as follows:
ninput = {2, 3, 4} ;
nMF = {2, 3, 4, 6} ;
In order to explain the experiment in more detail, let’s assume a FLS model
is built for a 2 input, 4 MFs on each input system. Following the aforementioned
method, 15, 000 data point is generated randomly for this FLS. From this 15, 000
samples, 60% (i.e. 9, 000) sample points are used as training data and remaining 40%
is used in validation and testing data (i.e. 4, 000 sample points in each of them).
At this stage, a suitable hypothesis is chosen and trained with trained data (i.e.
the parameters of hypothesis are learned using a learning algorithm). Afterwards,
the regression model is further trained with validation data in order to find optimal
regularization (i.e. the regularization coefficient that produces the lowest validation
set error). Once the optimal regularization is found on validation set, the regression
model is then retrained on trained set. Finally, this trained regression model is
applied on the test set and approximation performance is measured in terms of
MAPE and RMS error for centroid shoulder approximation task (which is a regression
task by problem definition). On the other hand, switch point is predicted as the
nearest integer of regression output since the switch can never be a fraction. Even
though switch point prediction is better formed as a classification problem, regression
formulation turned out to be a very practical solution in all FLSs considered in this
study. In addition, please note that it is possible to define a threshold value instead of
0.5, coming from the MATLAB function round, to determine the flooring and ceiling
operation in switch point prediction task. This threshold will then be considered as
a design parameter. However, this option is not explored in this paper. Please note,
there is no overlap among training, validation and testing data which is essential
to ensure the result is not biased. Also note that feature mapping is performed
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Figure 5.2: Shape of yl and yr
on firing intervals and rule consequents before training is done. However, no such
preprocessing is done on ninput and nMF .
All experiments are performed on a Lenovo ThinkPad T440p with an Intel core-
i7-4600M 2.9 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM. The system runs on 64-bit Windows
7 professional and utilizes Matlab R2013a as simulation software.
5.4 Regression modeling
5.4.1 Hypothesis
A polynomial hypothesis is chosen to verify the effectiveness of linear regression in
the output approximation process for KM algorithm, both the centroid end-point
estimation and switch point prediction. Fig. 5.2 clearly hints that a first degree
polynomial based hypothesis is unlikely to produce satisfactory result in TR approx-
imation process. Consequently, following a trial and error method, a third degree
polynomial form is chosen for further investigation. However, impacts of polynomial
degree 2 and 4 in the hypothesis are also explored and discussed in this study which
helps to understand the relationship between polynomial order, FLS complexity and
approximation performance.












Please note that using a polynomial hypothesis does not necessarily indicate the use
of a non-linear regression.
5.4.2 Cost function
A typical regression model works by minimizing a cost function over a training set
and learning corresponding parameter set of the model that helps achieving the
minimal cost function value. The parameter set is conventionally represented as a
vector, θ. The value of θ is further optimized with the help of a validation set. The
cost function can take any arbitrary form as determined by the nature of problem.
In this work, a mean squared error (MSE) is chosen as the cost function. In order to
avoid parameter overfitting, a regularization term is also added to the cost function.












Here, λ is the regularization parameter, also known as regularization coefficient,
and the second term in equation (5.2) is the regularization term. T is the target
or ground truth (i.e. true value) of the approximation function and can take the
form of yl, yr, L or R depending on the problem being solved. For example, when
approximating the right shoulder of centroid, T will assume the value of yr and in case
of left switch point approximation, L will assume the value of T . The regularization
term does not include bias terms in the cost function which is often the norm in
literature.
5.4.3 Choosing optimal regularization
Choosing the optimal value of regularization parameter depends on the validation set
performance. The process often increase training set error but reduces the error on
test set i.e. enhances the generalized performance of the model. Validation set can
not be used to learn the model parameter set θ. This study follows the same principle
by finding the optimal regularization coefficient λ that minimizes the validation set
error. This optimal value of λ, often denoted as λopt, is plugged back into hypothesis
and the regression model is retrained on the training set. While this λopt may produce
higher training set error, it ensures that the model is not biased toward the training
set.
In this work, following values of λ are considered when finding λopt:
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λ = {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11} ;
5.4.4 Feature mapping
In the feature mapping step, the inputs (i.e. firing intervals and rule consequents) are
mapped to their n-degree polynomial value (i.e raised up to the order of n) and placed
column-wise to form the final feature matrix. The details of column-wise placement
has been discussed in detail in section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. The degree of polynomial
in the hypothesis is varied between 2 and 4 (inclusive) in this study. For the case
of centroid end-point approximation, this step concludes the feature mapping step.
However, for the switch point prediction step, number of input, ninput and number
of MF, nMF are also considered as input but they are not included in the feature
mapping step. Therefore, i-th row of final input matrix takes the below form for
centroid end-points approximation problem:









And for the switch point prediction problem, feature mapped input matrix takes
the below form:







y3c ninput nMF ];
Due to this unconventional way of feature mapping in switch point prediction,





i + βizi; (5.3)
where x includes firing intervals along with rule consequents (placed column-wise,
as discussed above) and z inlcudes the number of inputs (ninput) to the FLS and
number of MFs (nMF) on each input. Please note, x now has 3N number of columns
where N + 2 is the number of columns in x in equation (5.1). Also, z has only two
columns. Bias is not considered when counting the number of column in the case of
feature throughout this study.
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5.5 Result
Performance of proposed methods are evaluated using accuracy, mean absolute per-
centage error (MAPE) and root mean squared error (RMSE). Accuracy, MAPE and


















5.5.1 Centroid end-points approximation
Since centroid end-points are continuous numbers, MAPE and RMSE are used as
the performance measure in this part of the experiment. Fig. 5.3 shows the result for
100 different FLS with positive rule consequents where 5.3a shows the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) and Fig. 5.3b shows the root mean square error (RMSE).
According to the description in section 5.3.1, the results in Fig. 5.3 are for 1000 runs
per FLS. Observe from Fig. 5.3 that MAPE values are very small and the biggest
MAPE value is less than 0.4%. It is also important to realize the absolute error
values are also small (see Table 5.1). The mean absolute error for left end point is
higher in this table as the true value of left end of centroid is small compared to
right end of centroid. These small MAPE values strongly indicates that the error in
regression approximation is very small and the process should be considered fairly
accurate. This conclusion is reinforced by Fig. 5.3b where RMSE values lie in the
range of [0.007, 0.021], which indicates very small deviation from the output of KM
algorithm.
Similarly, Fig. 5.4 demonstrates the performance of proposed method in cases
when rule consequents are negative, more specifically, in the range of [−60,−30] in
this experiment. Note that while both MAPE and RMSE values have increased com-
pared to positive rule consequents case, the MAPE values are very small in this case
as well. More specifically, the are as small as 2.5% and 1.4% for MAPE and RMSE,
respectively even at their peaks. Similarly, Fig. 5.5 shows the performance indication
when rule consequents contain both positive and negative values. In addition, table
5.1 shows the actual samples of predicted values in order to effectively present the
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degree of success in the approximation procedure. In all cases, small approximation
errors prove the suitability of proposed method in approximation of type reduction.
5.5.2 Switch point regression
Fig. 5.6-5.8 and table 5.2 demonstrates the result of regression modeling for the
purpose of switch point prediction. These results are computed using 20% sample
for test set from a total of 15000 samples. Observe from the results that the prediction
prediction is very accurate for the simpler cases where the FLS is constructed with
small number of inputs and MFs. For example, Fig. 5.6a shows 100% accuracy as
all prediction error lies in the zero bin, where 3000 is the total number of elements
in test set (equivalent to 20% of 15000). However, when the complexity in the FLS
increases with increasing number of inputs and MFs on each input, the performance
of a regression model built with a 2nd degree polynomial in the hypothesis can no
longer perform very well. The worst case scenario can be seen from the bottom
right image of Fig. 5.6a and Fig. 5.6b where number of inputs and number of MFs
on each input is 4 and 6, respectively, thus implying a much complex system than
the top left image on the same figure. However, when the degree of polynomial
is increased in the regression hypothesis, the performance for complex FLS is also
improved, which can be see clearly from the bottom right images of Fig. 5.7a and
Fig. 5.7b. Note that number of zero errors increases for both left and right switch
prediction in comparison with 2nd degree polynomial for the same FLS. However,
when a 4th degree polynomial is used for regression hypothesis for that same FLS,
performance does not improve with respect to a 3rd degree polynomial hypothesis.
This indicates that regression is over-optimized for training data and other steps e.g.
different features may be needed to improve this prediction.
From the results, it is clear that the switch point prediction accuracy is high for
simple systems i.e. in which the both ninput and nMP is small. For example, when
there are only 2 inputs in the system and 3 MFs on each inputs, a regression model
with 2nd degree hypothesis can demonstrate a 100% accuracy (see Fig. 5.6-5.8).
However, as the complexity in the FLS increases, the same regression model cannot
perform in a similar fashion. This can be seen from the cases when Ninput = 3 and
NMF = 6. In this case, the regression model demonstrate 84.7% and 53.57% accuracy,
respectively. This issue can be tackled by increasing the power of hypothesis e.g. a
regression model trained with 3rd degree polynomial based hypothesis. This can
also be realized by observing the fact that 2nd degree polynomial yields 95.6% and
98.93% accuracy for left and right switch point prediction with a FLS configuration
of Ninput = 2 and NMF = 4, whereas a 3
rd degree polynomial provides 96.63% and
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99.53% accuracy, respectively. It should be noted that it is indeed possible to train
and use two different regression models for left and right switch point prediction as
the optimal polynomial order can be different for them. This can be the case in
a single FLS. For example, increase of polynomial degree (from 2 to 3) increases
prediction accuracy for right switch point from 82.56% to 96.03%, but produces a
significant reduction in left switch prediction for the same FLS (e.g. Ninput = 3 and
NMF = 4). It essentially demonstrates that switch point prediction for left and right
shoulders are essentially two different problems and the system designer may consider
them as such for achieving peak performance. Once trained, these regression models
can be run in parallel as well.
While the performance of regression models vary with complexity and order of
hypothesis, it is important to realize that the results relating to prediction accu-
racy and error histogram in Fig. 5.6-5.8 and table 5.2 demonstrates that a simple
regression model can approximate the switch points with, in general, considerable
performance. Their performance can be further improved by tuning a model for
specific scenario and purpose.
Table 5.1: Absolute values of prediction and true values
for both shoulder of centroid
Predicted left Actual left Predicted right Actual right
3.544966787 3.537889183 5.826601332 5.829825754
3.698098969 3.701380421 5.727374349 5.730047531
3.629457199 3.630640684 5.580854169 5.581294336
3.632172768 3.632128428 5.737244917 5.737610571
3.533538585 3.537148997 5.742039585 5.741119838
3.654805209 3.654492908 5.643024637 5.641424398
3.602034442 3.59781997 5.607785564 5.606299251
3.710411513 3.70978377 5.780555225 5.784483784
3.623933322 3.625574425 5.560062301 5.562142741
3.560277603 3.561026905 5.78473323 5.788945147
3.621958042 3.622085218 5.76082397 5.762173337
3.57381588 3.568933672 5.752632389 5.752502095
3.676249341 3.675807103 5.705543928 5.703490363
3.61677758 3.614320814 5.629802958 5.629157306
3.468844709 3.47021741 5.689601412 5.689270675
3.72399195 3.720026227 5.403059812 5.419261541
3.6563359 3.657188453 5.525862548 5.529722877
3.722984725 3.727417561 5.665074355 5.66455733
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Table 5.1: Absolute values of prediction and true values
for both shoulder of centroid
Predicted left Actual left Predicted right Actual right
3.709435362 3.707911771 5.748624298 5.746712679
3.747307107 3.75084537 5.658686065 5.660125833
3.681376233 3.684180863 5.715934781 5.718136055
3.457762276 3.463890632 5.611839383 5.614818612
3.639631125 3.639851943 5.65330966 5.655305779
3.555152569 3.55634999 5.534685211 5.541807652
3.664324541 3.666749197 5.813456085 5.811431212
3.697486373 3.698840738 5.736996543 5.736005233
3.655189639 3.655569456 5.8475134 5.853451514
3.575169157 3.57310473 5.602653748 5.601187028
3.513141262 3.517390884 5.619958367 5.618955105
3.587353602 3.587801255 5.717079174 5.717029244
3.631424531 3.631922284 5.894027114 5.890098301
3.719454619 3.713451684 5.513699597 5.524155201
3.621717204 3.620957777 5.634332098 5.631166702
3.642460625 3.644617817 5.678286188 5.681394607
3.692497829 3.693405139 5.878830286 5.882160629
3.517955547 3.521621207 5.673710867 5.67124688
3.669384721 3.670121298 5.807113131 5.80830348
3.638728041 3.6367251 5.502216512 5.496045586
3.68461459 3.686052416 5.65422354 5.656360702
3.573659533 3.569535786 5.725663996 5.72586027
3.584224245 3.582132066 5.697783325 5.697809774
3.667380901 3.669503236 5.689518581 5.687730557
3.676502354 3.679661118 5.715065199 5.715486638
3.602708157 3.603490063 5.582118975 5.583161884
3.703584724 3.7031404 5.755812133 5.751393417
3.595466279 3.596295328 5.495131452 5.499038441
3.639133098 3.640329031 5.591753214 5.594134837
3.75164447 3.748303285 5.677321521 5.678276473
3.699949765 3.699427956 5.59536943 5.595262274
3.753315783 3.750105517 5.548839892 5.557364519
It should be noted that both KM shoulder approximation and switch point pre-
diction regression modeling are data driven method. Therefore, the parameters will
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Table 5.2: Accuracy and error in switch point prediction
Pdegree Ninput NMF AccuracyL AccuracyR MAPEL MAPER λL λR
2
2
2 100 100 0 0 9 9
3 100 100 0 0 0 0
4 95.6 98.93333333 3.25 1.066666667 0 0
6 85.23333333 95.73333333 10.00555556 2.533333333 0 0
3
2 100 100 0 0 1.5 1.5
3 93.96666667 90.86666667 3.633333333 6.055555556 0 0
4 95.4 82.56666667 1.265 3.836587302 0 0
6 84.7 53.56666667 3.026984127 5.077585378 0 0
4
2 100 100 0 0 9 9
3 93.5 90.56666667 2.405555556 2.873333333 0 0
4 67.73333333 62.8 4.296013616 2.510572869 0 0
6 49.63333333 46.6 1.870346844 1.677369741 0 0
3
2
2 100 100 0 0 5 5
3 100 100 0 0 9 9
4 96.63333333 99.53333333 2.783333333 0.466666667 0 0
6 94.83333333 94.56666667 3.133333333 5.211111111 0 0
3
2 100 100 0 0 5 5
3 91.86666667 95.46666667 5.822222222 2.094444444 0 0
4 55.06666667 96.03333333 12.74388889 0.748571429 0 0
6 53.06666667 73.26666667 8.373690476 3.033029101 0 0
4
2 100 100 0 0 9 9
3 95.4 88.06666667 1.569444444 2.402222222 0 0
4 78.26666667 47.5 2.143381248 3.348384687 0 0
6 81.66666667 60.8 0.739517867 1.077100407 0 0
4
2
2 100 100 0 0 9 9
3 100 100 0 0 9 9
4 94.96666667 99 3.616666667 0.883333333 0 0
6 93.96666667 96.53333333 2.338888889 1.616666667 0 0
3
2 100 100 0 0 5 5
3 76.13333333 97.9 16.06666667 1.394444444 0 0
4 75.23333333 98.63333333 7.286666667 0.41 0 0
6 100 57.1 0 6.10030303 7 0
4
2 100 100 0 0 5 5
3 86.73333333 81.26666667 4.869444444 4.442777778 0 0
4 95.5 71.9 0.589415954 2.098437118 0 0
6 35.76666667 59.43333333 2.76102718 1.273215167 0 0
pdegree: polynomial degree in hypothesis, Ninput: number of input in FLS, NMF : number of
MF on each input, AccuracyL/R: prediction accuracy for left/right switch point, MAPEL/R:
mean absolute percentage error for left/right switch point, λL/R: optimum regulation pa-
rameter for left/right switch point prediction
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Figure 5.3: Performance measurement of regression model (rules:[0, 10])
be different and system specific, but not specific to prototypes of a single system.
Therefore, regression models for individual systems must be trained and tuned sep-
arately, as is the norm in any data driven modeling method. Any existing regression
modeling technique can be applied for model optimization. In addition, the regres-
sion model is not dependent on any specific TR algorithm in any way. It can be
trained with either KM or exhaustive defuzzification or any similar method. Once
trained, the model can be applied with minimal computational cost for defuzzifica-
tion purpose as the application of trained regression model involves only a handful
multiplication and summation.
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Figure 5.4: Performance measurement of regression model (rules:[−60,−30])
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Figure 5.5: Performance measurement of regression model (rules:[−10, 10])
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(a) Left switch point




































































































(b) Right switch point
Figure 5.6: Prediction accuracy for 2nd degree polynomial
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(a) Left switch point






































































































(b) Right switch point
Figure 5.7: Prediction accuracy for 3rd degree polynomial
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(a) Left switch point






































































































(b) Right switch point
Figure 5.8: Prediction accuracy for 4th degree polynomial
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5.6 Conclusion
The research undertaken in this chapter demonstrates the applicability of regres-
sion modeling methods for type reduction (TR) algorithms. This work handles both
centroid shoulder approximation and switch point prediction problem using similar
regression method with slightly different form of hypothesis. The regression model,
once developed, should serve well as FLS applications have known and certain ranges
for input and output. The discussed regression modeling can be done in the design
phase of FLS which involves only offline training. By the very nature, the regression
modeling methods are not limited to any specific TR algorithm and therefore, the
most accurate TR algorithm known at any given point of time can be used in the
offline training phase. Therefore, it also addresses the accuracy issue in TR algo-
rithms raised by Greenfield et al. [123]. The exhaustive Monte-Carlo simulations
shows proposed regression model can achieve very small MAPE values e.g. less than
1% for positive rule consequents and less than 2.5% for negative rule consequents. It
is also demonstrated that regression model keeps the RMSE values very low, which
is an additional indicator of good accuracy in centroid end-points approximation. It
is also demonstrated that switch point prediction accuracy can be as high as 100%.
Since regression modeling can be completed in design stage and it is possible to
achieve high precision with very little effort, this study implies that type reduction
block can be replaced by a properly trained and tuned approximation block in the
implementation phase of interval type-2 fuzzy logic system. Therefore, this work
demonstrates that the application specific tuning can remove the run time compu-
tational burden from standalone systems, without sacrificing substantial amount of
accuracy, by adopting the proposed methodology in design phase.
The most important contribution of this chapter is that it demonstrates a simple
data-driven TR approach is moderately accurate and simple in terms of implementa-
tion. Theoretically, it has the potential of performing as fast as a type-1 defuzzifier
because only a few multiplication and addition is necessary for defuzzification pur-
pose in run-time. Therefore, proposed method addresses both minimal run-time
complexity and acceptable error margin.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Works
6.1 Discussion
As discussed in section 1.3, higher order fuzzy research community is still pursuing
methods to eliminate the computational cost associated with type reduction process.
Despite many years of research, no general analytical solution is found for centroid
shoulders or end-points. Since higher order fuzzy systems are shown to provide
superior performances than type-1 fuzzy systems, it is imperative that associated
computational costs are kept to a minimum in order to make them useful and popular
in practical applications, most of whom are often restricted to limited on-board
computational resources.
In this research, we approach this problem by first looking into the improvement
scopes of existing popular type reduction (TR) algorithms. We show that one of the
most popular TR algorithms, EKM algorithm, can be improved by utilizing a number
of alternative initializations. As demonstrated in chapter 3, a simple modification on
the right centroid shoulder search process can improve the performance by reducing
overall iteration requirements. In the next phase of research, in chapter 4, it is shown
that a number of different approaches in the initialization process may help further
reducing the computational cost of original EKM algorithm. Finally, chapter 5,
which includes summary of 3 published articles, shows that simple machine learning
techniques can largely improve the performance of TR process by invoking off-line
training and gathering knowledge from the previous observations.
Through different stages of this research work, it is shown that our proposed algo-
rithms and modifications consistently improve the performance of TR algorithms by
reducing iteration requirements in the centroid end point search process and improv-
ing the convergence speed. In the final phase of this research, a data driven approach
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is proposed to eliminate the iterative process from type reduction process by utiliz-
ing simple regression techniques and off-line training. The proposed improvements,
modifications and algorithms produces the same output and control surface as bench-
mark Karnik-Mendel TR algorithm for all possible scenarios and therefore, applies
to higher order fuzzy systems in every application. Furthermore, the proposed data
driven approach is not limited to any particular shape of membership function, type
of t-norm or specific inference mechanism. It has the capability to work with any
benchmark TR algorithm as well as exhaustive TR procedures regardless of mem-
bership function shape, fuzzification process and complexity in the rulebase. This
global applicability is the true potential of this proposed method, which is vigor-
ously discussed in chapter 5. The proposed data driven TR approach determines
the centroid shoulders in one step, which involved a number of multiplication and
summation without invoking any iterative procedure. As a direct consequence, it has
the potential to largely eliminate the currently associated computational cost of TR
process in higher order fuzzy system. In addition, it can estimate the switch points
in a similar fashion if needed.
In the next section, we describe the contributions made by each of the experi-
mental chapters.
6.2 Summary of contributions
6.2.1 Modification of EKM algorithm
In chapter -3, EKM algorithm is studied with a purpose to introduce changes in the
algorithm in order to achieve higher efficiency. The following points summarizes the
contribution of our work in this chapter.
• The efficiency of EKM algorithm is quantified in terms of required search itera-
tions. It is shown that EKM algorithm is a very good type reduction algorithm
which usually finds the desired switch points in 2-3 search iterations.
• An improvement scope is identified and the identification process is described
in detail so that similar methods can be applied to other TR algorithms in
future. After exhaustive simulations and several changes, it is found that the
right switch point search initialization process is less efficient than that of
left switch point. Our work details the method used in identification of this
potential improvement scope. Subsequently it is shown that, by means of
exhaustive Monte-Carlo simulations, the optimum initialization value should
be N/1.6 instead of current implementation (N/1.7).
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• Our work provide statistical proof for proposed initialization point and explain
the reasoning for replacing current initialization with the proposed one. In
addition to that, it is also explained that WEKM and SWEKM variants in Lie
et al. [155] are not a substitute for the proposed modification
.
6.2.2 Impact of different initialization in EKM algorithm
In chapter - 4, impact of different initializations on EKM algorithm is investigated.
This study is inspired by the works in chapter - 3 which showed alternative initializa-
tion may improve the performance of EKM algorithm. In continuation of the works
in chapter - 3, this work investigates and find several possible initializations for EKM
algorithm. The following points summarize the contributions made in this chapter.
• A number of possible initializations are investigated and 5 different initializa-
tions for EKM algorithms are proposed based on the performance in exhaustive
simulations. These initializations, unlike the work in chapter - 3, applies to both
left and right switch point initialization.
• The reasoning behind each of the proposed investigations are detailed. The
investigation process that helps find those initializations processes are also ex-
plained in detail so that similar techniques can be applied in future research.
• It is shown that most of these initializations outperform original EKM algo-
rithm to some degree. Their performance improvements are examined through
exhaustive Monte Carlo simulations.
• In addition, it is shown that, in some cases, the performance improvement from
these proposed modification can be as high as 40%
6.2.3 Approximation of Type Reduction algorithms
Inspired by the improvements from alternate initializations, the work in chapter - 5
further explores the alternative pathways to improve performance of EKM algorithm.
Subsequently, it proposes a generalized framework for type reduction that applies
to EKM algorithm as well as all available TR algorithms. The following points
summarizes the contributions made in this work:
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• It demonstrates the suitability of regression modeling technique for approxi-
mation of Karnik-Mendel algorithm. Naturally, this work applies to EKM and
other TR algorithms as well.
• This work argues that every FLS is designed to handle a specific objective
and therefore, has a predictable value range for all inputs. Therefore, type
reduction functionalities for each FLS can be achieved using regression models
and offline training.
• It shows that regression models can approximate centroid shoulders with low
RMS error and switch points with high accuracy.
• By design, this is suitable to work with exhaustive defuzzification as well.
Therefore, it will eliminate the concern raised by Greenfiled et al. [123] re-
garding the accuracy while also catering for higher speed in type reduction
operation.
• The training process of the regression model is not a real time task, can be
done offline and existing optimization techniques can be used. During the
run time, the approximation process is not iterative and involves only a few
inexpensive algebraic operations. Therefore, it can bring the computational
burden of IT2FLS to the level of a T1FLS.
In the next section, shortcomings of our works and potential research works are
discussed in brief.
6.3 Limitations of our approach and scope of fu-
ture works
Even though we achieved good results, there are several aspects of the research
undertaken in the course of this PhD that needs improvement. For example, we could
not compare the data driven TR approach in terms of computational time at the time
of publication due to various resource limitations. In future, we plan to investigate
the performance of the proposed data driven approach in terms of computational cost,
convergence speed, hypothesis test and so on. In addition, we plan to investigate the
impact of different FLS parameters e.g. number of MFs, number of rules, shape of
MFs etc on the proposed modifications and algorithms. While our research in the
field of TR proved to be useful in computational cost reduction, we must emphasize
the fact that we could not investigate all possible scenarios due to limitation of scope,
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time and resource. In addition, the data driven TR approach proposed in our work
is application specific i.e. needs to be separately trained for every application. It also
requires the designer of the learning algorithm to consider all possible scenarios that
his/her application may encounter in production phase to ensure stability. Absence
of sensitivity analysis is also an important drawback of our research, which we intend
to perform in the course of future works. Future works in this field should consider
finding remedies for these issues.
During our investigation of type reduction operation, we also noticed that a cer-
tain portion of upper firing interval remains unused in the type reduction process as
long as left switch point differs from the right (see Fig. 2.3). In current non-data
driven centroid search process, the search domain is contained outside the boundary
of this unused portion. We believe that utilizing only that portion of upper member-
ship function can be beneficial in the centroid search process and future researchers
should consider investigating this path.
More specific improvement scopes in the research undertaken in this thesis in
mentioned below:
6.3.1 Scope of future works in modification of EKM algo-
rithm
• comparison of the effect of different membership functions under the proposed
initialization for right switch point.
• utilization the unused portion of upper firing interval that exists in cases where
left and right switch points are not same.
• testing of the performance of proposed modification under hypothesis testing
framework.
• comparison of the performance under increasingly complex rulebase for the
proposed initialization of right switch points.
6.3.2 Improvement scopes different initialization of EKM al-
gorithm
• exploration of other possible initialization under different conditions.
• developing a framework for exploration and quantifying the effect of different
initializations without employing Monte-Carlo simulations. If successful, it can
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reduce the amount of time required to test a possible initialization and may
speed up the exploration process.
• verification of performance improvement from proposed initializations under
increasingly complex FLS architecture.
• establishing the claim regarding performance gain through statistical testing
framework.
6.3.3 Improvement scopes in approximation of TR algorithms
• comparison of performance for regression model under different type of mem-
bership functions.
• exploring the possibility to use only the unused portion of upper firing interval
in the training process.
• verification of performance improvement in FLS in embedded systems.
• measurement of the need for online learning or incremental training for de-
ployed FLS system, especially for embedded systems.
6.4 Conclusion
The research endeavor undertaken during this PhD journey uncovered a number of
improvement scopes in the field of type reduction in higher order fuzzy systems. A
number of methods are proposed to utilize those improvement scopes and finally,
a generalized framework for type reduction is proposed based on machine learning
technique. These findings and corresponding algorithms/frameworks are published
in several scholarly journals and leading conferences. Finally, a number of potential
improvements and future research scopes has been identified and briefly discussed.
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